
C O V A
  THE NEW LIGHTING COLLECTION FROM



www.Lumicor.com

INTRODUCING COVA
The Cova Collection from Lumicor features uniquely architectural, flush mount ceiling fixtures  
that bring character and style to modern interiors. With four base shapes in eight sizes and the 
option to nest fixtures and create large-scale custom installations, Cova is designed to work 
beautifully within any space. 

This page: Restaurant | Cova Round 40” | 601.04
Opposite page: Cova Round 23” | 601.02
Cover: Cova Oval 23” x 47” | 601.05
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Retail | Cova Rectangle 23” x 47” (shown nested in groups of four) | 601.08

GLOW UP
Each flush mount fixture in the Cova Collection 
provides soft, indirect lighting via efficient and 
long-lasting LED diodes. Utilizing  innovative, 
UL/cUL listed Lumilight technology ensures that 
every Cova fixture emits an even, inviting glow.

SCALE UP
Make a statement with a single Cova fixture  
or install a series in spacious environments. 
Nest the square and rectangular fixtures to 
create nearly seamless large-scale installations 
in custom configurations. 
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This page: Office | Cova Square 47” | 601.07
Back Cover: Cova Square 23” | 601.06

COVA COLLECTION // LIGHTING BY LUMICOR
Produced with durable, high-performance resin, each Cova flush mount fixture is fully kitted and ships flat, saving 
on shipping costs and minimizing the risk of damage. Onsite assembly is simple and fast, allowing a single fixture  
to be put together and installed in just a few hours. See the full collection at Lumicor.com.  

FOUR BASE SHAPES // EIGHT SIZES // FIT FOR EVERY DESIGN

Dimensions | 23”x 47” #601.05

COVA OVAL 

Dimensions | 23”x 47” #601.08

COVA RECTANGLE
Available Sizes | 23” #601.06 | 47” #601.07 (pictured below)

COVA SQUARE

Available Sizes | 18” #601.01 | 23” #601.02

COVA ROUND 

Available Sizes | 30” #601.03 | 40” #601.04 (pictured below)
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